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Abstract. e+e− collider experiments at the intensity frontier are naturally suited to probe the existence of a force

beyond the Standard Model between WIMPs, the most viable dark matter candidates. The mediator of this new

force, known as dark photon, should be a new vector gauge boson very weakly coupled to the Standard Model

photon. No significant signal has been observed so far. I will report on current limits set on the coupling factor

ε2 between the photon and the dark photon by e+e− collider experiments.

1 Introduction

The existence of a low energy dark sector, remained

yet undiscovered because of the very small coupling,

is predicted by many extensions of the Standard Model

(SM) [1–5]. The popular paradigm is to consider a

100 GeV – 10 TeV Weak Interacting Massive Particle

(WIMP) as the most viable dark matter candidate and as-

sume that WIMPs are charged under a new weak-scale in-

teraction. In principle, the postulation of a fifth force, un-

der which SM particles are uncharged, is not related to the

dark matter puzzle and dates back to the early 1980’s [1].

Very recently, its search became a goal for the most impor-

tant world facilities since it has been advocated as possible

explanation of many puzzling astrophysical and terrestrial

anomalies [6–12].

The mediator of this new force should be a neutral light

vector gauge boson which can kinetically mix with the or-

dinary photon and thus should be produced in any process

in which a virtual or real photon is involved. Coupling

to SM photon would occur through loops of heavy dark

particles, charged under both electroweak and dark inter-

actions, giving rise to a very weak mixing strength defined

as the ratio of dark and fine structure coupling constants

(ε2 = α′/α < 10−2). Moreover, the dark photon (re-

ferred to also as U, A′ or γ′) should get mass by means of

a Higgs-like mechanism, suggesting the existence of the

equivalent of the SM Higgs boson in the dark sector, the

dark Higgs h′. Dark photon search is also strongly mo-

tivated by particle physics since it should give a positive

one loop contribution to the calculated value of the muon

magnetic moment anomaly, aμ, solving the discrepancy

for masses of 10 – 100MeV and coupling of ε ∼ 10−3 [13].
Thanks to the available huge data statistics and the

good knowledge of backgrounds, high intensity flavour

factories are well suited to probe dark forces [14] with
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a wide and relatively inexpensive physic program. At

e+e− colliders, dark forces searches are rich with possi-

bilities and can be investigated by exploiting many differ-

ent processes as radiative meson decays, continuum pro-

cesses or dark Higgsstrahlung. In the minimal hypothesis

of prompt and visible dark photon decays, the KLOE-2

experiment set many constraints by searching for the dark

photon in the Dalitz decay Φ → ηU,U → e+e− and in the

e+e− → Uγ continuum process, by considering both U →
e+e−, μ+μ− decay channels. Moreover, KLOE-2 investi-

gated also the dark Higgsstrahlung process by assuming

the invisible scenario, where mU > mh′ and the dark Higgs

escapes detection showing up a missing energy. BaBar

and Belle set complementary constraints on dark Hig-

gsstrahlung by considering the visible scenario, mU < mh′ ,

consisting in a multi-lepton or pion final state events. Fur-

thermore, BaBar extracted a stringent constraint by com-

bining limits obtained by using the Initial State Radiation

(ISR) processes e+e− → Uγ,U → l+l−(l = e, μ) which

ruled out most of the remaining (g − 2)μ favoured region

assuming only the visible decay hypothesis.

I will review the status and future prospects of the lim-

its on the mixing strength between the photon and the dark

photon set at e+e− collider experiments.

2 Dark forces at KLOE

2.1 Φ Dalitz decay

The dark photon is expected to be produced in vector (V)

to pseudoscalar (P) meson decays but with a rate ε2 times

suppressed with respect to the ordinary V → P transi-

tions [15] (see Fig. 1). The branching ratio of the U bo-

son into e+e− is non-negligible, thus, V → P U events

are expected to produce a peak in the invariant mass dis-

tribution of the electron-positron pair over the continuum

Dalitz background.
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Figure 1. U-boson production through Dalitz φ-meson decay.

KLOE-2 investigated this hypothesis setting two con-

straints on the U-boson coupling ε2, by exploiting the

φ → ηe+e− decay, where the η meson is tagged by its

π+π−π0 [16] and 3π0 decays [17]. The first analysis used

a data sample of 1.5 fb−1 integrated luminosity with a 2%

of background contamination. The limit on the number

of U-boson events has been set by using the Confidence

Level Signal (CLS) technique [18–20]. This first upper

limit (UL) has been then updated, improving sample statis-

tics and background rejection, and combined with a new

limit derived by tagging the η meson by its neutral decay

into 3π0 [17]. For this new analysis, 30577 events are se-

lected from a data sample of 1.7 fb−1 with 3% of residual

background. For each channel, the irreducible background

is extracted directly from data after applying a bin-by-bin

subtraction of the non-irreducible backgrounds and cor-

recting for the analysis efficiency. The final Mee distri-

bution is then fitted to estimate the expected background,

excluding for each U-boson mass hypothesis, the possible

signal region used for the upper limit evaluation (5 MeV

centred around mU).

A combined UL on the parameter ε2 at 90% CL

has been derived by using the Vector Meson Domi-

nance expectation for the transition form factor slope

(bφη ∼1 GeV2) resulting in ε2 < 1.7×10−5 for 30 < MU <
400 MeV, and for the sub-region 50 < MU < 210 MeV, in

ε2 < 8.0 × 10−6. The above final combined limit is shown

in Fig. 3 and Fig. 6. This limit, published on 2013 [17] was

able to rule out a wide range of U-boson parameters as a

possible explanation of the aμ discrepancy in the minimal

U-decay hypothesis.

2.2 Uγ events

Radiative U-boson production in e+e− → Uγ, U →
l+l−, l = e, μ events is considered very promising since

it is a clean and simple process and it is independent of the

details of the Higgs sector of the dark group (see Fig. 2).

The U boson should appear as a resonant peak in the in-

variant mass distribution of the lepton pair induced by the

photon’s radiative return mechanism [21]. KLOE inves-

tigated both the U → μ+μ− and U → e+e− hypotheses.

The search for U → μ+μ− employed a data sample col-

lected in 2002 at the DAΦNE e+e− collider with an inte-

grated luminosity of 239.3 pb−1. Event selection required

two tracks of opposite charge with 50◦ < θ < 130◦ and

an undetected photon whose momentum points at small
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Figure 2. Resonant U-boson production in Uγ events, l = e, μ.

polar angle (θ < 15◦, > 165◦) [22, 23]. This event selec-

tion allowed to reduce the background coming from Fi-

nal State Radiation and φ-resonant processes. Moreover,

since the final state γ is emitted with high probability by

the initial-state electron or positron, this increases sensitiv-

ity on U → μ+μ− decay. At the end of analysis selection,

the differential cross section dσμμγ/dMμμ has been derived

achieving excellent agreement between the measurement

and the simulation based on PHOKHARA [24]. No struc-

tures are visible in the Mμμ spectrum and a limit is ex-

tracted on the number of U-boson candidates through the

CLS technique [18–20]. Since the agreement between data

and simulation was below 1%, the expected background

for the limit extraction has been determined by using the

MC PHOKHARA generation. The limit on the number

of U-boson events has been converted in terms of the ki-

netic mixing parameter ε2 by using the formula reported

in Ref. [23]. The limit on ε2 results in 1.6 ×10−5 and 8.6

×10−7 in the 520–980 MeV energy range.

The KLOE search for the U → e+e− employed a

data sample of an integrated luminosity of 1.54 fb−1. In

this analysis the hard ISR photon has been explicitly de-

tected in the calorimeter barrel by requiring a polar an-

gle 50 ◦ < θ < 30 ◦ for the charged leptons and photon.

This large-angle event selection allowed to have sufficient

statistics to reach the dielectron mass threshold. At the end

of the analysis chain the background contamination is less

than 1.5%. Also in this case no resonant U-boson peak

was observed and again the CLS [18–20] technique is ap-

plied to estimate U-boson signal events excluded at 90%

CL. A limit on the kinetic mixing parameter as a func-

tion of mU was set by using the same equation reported

in Refs. [23] and [25]. The resulting exclusion plot is

shown in Fig. 3 with all other existing limits in the region

0–1000 MeV [16, 17, 23, 25–31]. The new KLOE limit

excludes some of the remaining g− 2 favoured region (see

yellow line in Fig. 3) and has been recently published [25].

2.3 Higgsstrahlung process

If the U boson exists it natural to conceive the breaking

of the additional UD(1) symmetry by a Higgs-like mech-

anism. In this case an additional scalar particle, the dark

Higgs h′ [32] should exist as well. This suggests to probe

the processes shown in Figs. 4 and 7. The Higgsstrahulung

process is of particular interest since it is also sensitive to

the dark coupling constant αD = GD/4π (GD dark gauge

coupling) and, in contrast to the above shown processes,
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Figure 3. 90% CL exclusion plot for ε2 as a function of the U-boson mass. The KLOE limits from Φ Dalitz dacay [16, 17],

e+e− → Uγ → μ+μ−(e+e−)γ [23, 25] and from BaBar [26], the limits from the A1 [27] and Apex [28] fixed-target experiments,

the WASA [29], HADES [30] and NA48/2 [31] limits are also shown. The solid lines are the limits from the muon and electron

anomaly [13], respectively. The gray line shows the U-boson parameters that could explain the observed aμ discrepancy with a 2σ error

band (gray dashed lines) [13].

it is suppressed by only a single factor of ε2. As for the

SM Higgs, the mass of the dark Higgs is not predicted by

theory so different scenarios are possible according to U

boson and dark Higgs mass hierarchy.
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Figure 4. Dark Higgsstrahlung process in the invisible scenario
with a long lived dark higgs h′ which escapes detection produc-

ing a missing energy signal (l = e, μ, π).

If the h′ is lighter than the U boson, it turns out to be

very long-lived and escapes detection (see Fig. 4). In this

case, the expected signal will be a lepton or pion pair from

the U-boson decay plus missing energy.

KLOE studied the Higgsstrahlung process in the en-

ergy range 2mμ < MU < 1000 MeV, by considering the

process e+e− → h′U,U → μ+μ−, h′ invisible [33]. The

analysis has been performed by using a data sample of

1.65 fb−1 collected at center- of-mass energy Ecm corre-

Figure 5. 90% CL combined upper limits in αD×ε2 as a function
of mU for different values of mh′ .

sponding to the φ peak (∼ 1019 MeV) and a data sample

of 0.2 fb−1 at Ecm = 1000 MeV (off-peak sample).

The expected signal would appear in the Mμμ − Mmiss

bi-dimensional spectra. No signal signature has been ob-

served and a Bayesian limit on the number of signal events

at 90% CL has been evaluated, bin-by-bin, for the on-peak

and off-peak sample separately. Results have been trans-

lated in terms of αD×ε2 by using the integrated luminosity

information, the signal efficiency, the dark Higgsstrahlung

cross section and the branching fraction of the U → μ+μ−

3
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Figure 6. 90% CL currents limits on epsilon (for details see Fig. 3) up to 10 GeV. The preliminary limit from BES-III presented at the

CHARM 2015 Conference is also shown [40].

decay [32]. The combined upper limits projected in the

Mμμ invariant mass, for different dark Higgs mass hy-

potheses and slightly smoothed, are shown in Fig. 5. Val-

ues of the order of 10−9 ÷ 10−8 in αD × ε2 are excluded

at 90% CL for a large range of the dark photon and dark

Higgs masses. These limits translate in ε ∼ 10−3 − 10−4
for αD = α and are in agreement and complementary with

BaBar results [34] as they refer to the same process in a

different final state and phase space region.

3 Dark forces at BaBar

3.1 Uγ events

BaBar also exploited ISR to search for dark photon. The

analysis has been performed on a data sample of about

514 fb−1 collected mainly at
√

s ∼ Υ(4s) but also at

Υ(2s) and Υ(3s) resonances as well as in the regions in be-

tween these resonances, exploring the mass range 0.02 <
mU < 10.2 GeV. Event selection required two oppositely

charged tracks plus a photon having a center-of-mass en-

ergy greater than 0.2 GeV. For the dielectron channel, the

background processes (e+e− → γγ(γ), e+e− → e+e−γ)
have been simulated with BHWIDE [35], while simula-

tion of e+e− → μ+μ−γ events has been performed with

KKMC [36]. A very good agreement is achieved be-

tween data and MC simulation for both channels. The dis-

agreement below 1 GeV between radiative Bhabha data

and simulation is due to MC cut-off and does not affect

limit extraction since for both channels the expected back-

ground has been derived directly by a fit to data. Uncer-

tainty on expected background modelling is below the sta-

tistical uncertainties in the whole investigated range. 90%

CL Bayesian upper limits on the e+e− → Uγ cross-section

have been derived (typically O(1 − 10)fb), assuming a flat

prior for the cross-section. Resonance regions (±30 MeV

around ρ/ω, ± 50 MeV around J/Ψ, Ψ(2s) and Υ(1s, 2s))
are excluded from the limit extraction. Results are finally

translated into 90% CL upper limits on the mixing strength

between the photon and dark photon as a function of the

dark photon mass. The final combined BaBar constraint is

shown in Fig. 6, set bounds are at the level of 10−3–10−4.
This strong limit [26] improves results from many experi-

ments and further constrains the g − 2 favoured region.

3.2 Higgsstrahlung process

If the dark Higgs has a mass greater than two U-boson

masses, then the dark Higgs will decay into a couple of

U bosons. In this case, possible final state signatures con-

sist of six particles (inclusive channels) or of four leptons

plus a U boson which escapes detection and is detected via

missing mass (exclusive channels), see Fig. 7.
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Figure 7. Dark Higgsstrahlung process in the visible scenario;
since mh′ > 2mU final states signature consists of six-particle

events (exclusive channels) or of four-lepton events plus missing

energy (inclusive channels), l = e, μ, π.
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BaBar investigated the Higgsstrahlung process by as-

suming prompt decays for both dark photon and dark

Higgs and by considering mh′ > 2mU. Full BaBar

statistics, about 521 fb−1, has been exploited to fully

reconstruct the e+e− → h′U, h′ → UU reaction in

the 3 (l+l−), 2 (l+l−) + π+π−, 2 (π+π−) + l+l− exclusive fi-

nal states or partially reconstruct it in the 2(μ+μ−) +
X, μ+μ−e+e− + X inclusive final states, where X denotes

any final state other than a pair of pions or leptons while

l = e, μ. The 2 (e+e−) + X final state has been excluded

because of huge background. Six candidates passed the

event selection: 4π + 2l, 4μ + 2π and 4μ + X. No six-

lepton final-state events survived selection criteria and no

significant signal is observed in the investigated range

(0.25 < mU < 3 GeV, 0.8 < mh′ < 10 GeV). 90% CL

upper limits have been set on αD × ε2 at the level of 10−8–
10−10 (see Fig. 8) which for α = αD translate in a limit on

ε of 10−3–10−4.

4 Dark forces at Belle

4.1 Higgsstrahlung process

Recently Belle also studied the Higgsstrahlung in the same

hypotheses of BaBar (visible scenario and prompt de-

cay regime, see Fig. 7). By exploiting the full data set

(977 fb−1), Belle investigated ten exclusive final states:

3 (l+l−), 2 (l+l−)+π+π−, 2 (π+π−)+l+l−, and 3 (π+π−) in the

0.1 < mU < 3.5 GeV and 0.2 < mh′ < 10.5 GeV ranges,

and three inclusive final states: 2 (e+e−) + X, 2 (μ+μ−) +
X, e+e−μ+μ− +X for mU > 1.1 GeV and 2.5 < mh′ < 10.5
GeV. Individual and combined 90% CL Bayesian upper

limits on the branching fraction times the Born cross sec-

tion, B×σBorn, and on the Born cross section, σBorn, have

been derived and translated in limits on αD × ε2. These

final limits, shown in Fig. 8, improve upon and explore

wider mass ranges than the BaBar experiment. The limits

from the final states 3 (π+π−) and 2 (e+e−) +X are the first

placed by any experiment [37]. For αD = α, mh′ < 8 GeV,

and mU < 1 GeV, the above limits translate in limits on the

mixing parameter, ε of about 8 × 10−4.

5 Future Prospects

Electron-positron colliders played a leading role in dark

force searches and they are expected to play a crucial role

in the near future as well, performing new searches and

improving above shown limits. The current available data

set has not been totally exploited regarding dark forces and

new huge amount of data will be soon available thanks to

the next data-taking campaigns.

The KLOE-2 run at LNF has started, taking advan-

tage of new sub-detectors and new DAΦNE interaction

scheme, with the goal of reaching, within a few years,

about 5 fb−1. Moreover, at LNF a planned dedicated fixed-

target experiment, PADME [38], will be able to perform a

model-independent dark photon search and to probe both

visible and invisible decay hypotheses.

The Belle and BaBar experiments in Japan and USA

have integrated about 1 ab −1 each at
√

s ∼ 10 GeV. The

aim is to reach ∼ 50 ab−1 with future generation SuperB

factories. With the implementation of a mono-photon trig-

ger Belle-II will be also able to search for an invisibly

decaying dark photon [39]. At
√

s ∼ 3 GeV, the BES-

III detector in Beijing, China, aims to collect an inte-

grated luminosity of ∼ 20 fb−1, dark force searches are

also in the program. A new preliminary combined limit on

U → e+e−, μ+μ− decays has already been extracted in the

1.5–3.5 GeV energy range [40], see Fig. 6.

Moreover, it has to be noticed that null results ob-

tained so far on dark photon searches are based on model-

dependent searches which assumed only dark photon de-

cays into SM particles. Most of the current set limits are

no more valid in a more complex theoretical scenario with

a dark photon decaying into light dark matter states. Con-

cerning this non-minimal hypothesis, the (g−2)μ favoured

region can not be considered completely constrained [39].

In order to rule out dark photon as explanation of the

muon anomaly or rule out it completely, a complete se-

ries of experiments, exploiting all theoretical possibilities,

is needed.

Conclusions

Electron-positron colliders are naturally suited to search

for dark forces, however no significant signal has been ob-

served so far. New generation machines with their high

statistics datasets would play a leading role by perform-

ing model-independent searches which are needed to solve

dark force puzzle. Fixed target experiments will be more

powerful to probe lower masses and very small couplings

for which dark photon decay is no more prompt and its

signature can be found by performing displaced vertex

searches.

A signal should be observed in the near future, other-

wise a change of the WIMP paradigm will be needed.
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